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Next-Generation Z-Wave 700 Launches on the Silicon Labs Wireless Gecko
Platform
-- New Smart Home Platform Drives the Battery-Powered IoT Device Trend -AUSTIN, Texas, Dec. 12, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) launches the next-generation ZWave® 700 on the Wireless Gecko platform, the industry's most comprehensive hardware and software
connectivity solution for the Internet of Things (IoT). Z-Wave 700 delivers on Silicon Labs' vision and platform
integration roadmap following the company's strategic acquisition of Z-Wave technology in April 2018. The new
smart home platform builds on Z-Wave's industry-leading S2 security and interoperability by improving energy
efficiency and adding higher performance, longer range RF capabilities. By leveraging the Wireless Gecko
platform, Z-Wave 700 enables developers to create new classes of smaller, more intelligent smart home
products at a lower cost and faster time-to-market.
"With the worldwide smart home market expected to grow to 1.3 billion devices shipped annually by 2022,
much of that adoption and growth will be driven by sensors that enable AI and edge computing applications,
which can deliver smart experiences in new verticals such as security, aging-in-place, energy, voice control and
insurance," said Adam Wright, IDC Senior Analyst, Consumer IoT. "Advances in wireless technology, such as ZWave 700, are driving the battery-powered sensor trend and making these devices easier to install and deploy."
Z-Wave 700 combines a powerful ARM ® processor-based platform with large on-chip memory to enable greater
intelligence at the edge and secure inclusion in less than one second. The energy-efficient Z-Wave 700 platform
delivers 10-year coin-cell battery life, enabling more wireless sensor applications. Enhanced RF performance
seamlessly extends Z-Wave 700 device range beyond traditional limits to the edge of the yard and throughout a
multi-story home.
Z-Wave 700 builds on core Z-Wave features to enable interoperability with thousands of devices and ensure
best-in-class security with built-in Security 2 (S2). Z-Wave 700 also includes SmartStart, providing an easy way
to automatically create and configure Z-Wave networks for instant device installation success.
"We have built the groundbreaking Z-Wave 700 platform with an eye to the future and an ear to our ecosystem
partners who can deploy this long-range, low-power and future-proof platform for their new smart home
applications," said Raoul Wijgergangs, Vice President and General Manager of Z-Wave for Silicon Labs.
"Developers can now take advantage of the advanced platform features combined with Z-Wave's renowned
interoperability, industry-leading S2 security and SmartStart installation."
With no requirements for regionalized SAW filters or external memory, Z-Wave 700 offers a single global
software stock-keeping unit (SKU) for easier logistics and cost-effective global production. By reducing BOM
cost, Z-Wave 700 speeds development of global smart home products.
Silicon Labs offers a wide range of development tools to enable easier, faster smart home product design.
Developers benefit from low-cost developer kits, energy profiler tools and ready-made gateway software with
certified reference code, minimizing the time from prototype to final product. Developers can also use Silicon
Labs' Simplicity Studio development suite for one-click access to all the software tools they need to simplify ZWave 700-based designs.
Pricing and Availability
Z-Wave 700 is shipping pre-orders now to 150 beta customers within the Z-Wave Alliance, and production
quantities are planned to be available in late Q1 2019. Contact your local Silicon Labs sales representative or
authorized distributor for Z-Wave 700 product pricing. For more information about Z-Wave products, visit
silabs.com/z-wave.
About Z-Wave
Z-Wave technology is an open, internationally recognized ITU standard (G.9959). It is the leading wireless home
control technology in the market today, with more than 2400 certified interoperable products worldwide.
Represented by the Z-Wave Alliance and supported by more than 700 companies around the world, the
standard is a key enabler of smart living solutions for home safety and security, energy, hospitality, office and
light commercial applications.
Silicon Labs
Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) is a leading provider of silicon, software and solutions for a smarter, more

connected world. Our award-winning technologies are shaping the future of the Internet of Things, Internet
infrastructure, industrial automation, consumer and automotive markets. Our world-class engineering team
creates products focused on performance, energy savings, connectivity and simplicity. silabs.com
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Follow Silicon Labs at news.silabs.com, at blog.silabs.com, on Twitter at twitter.com/siliconlabs, on LinkedIn at
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Cautionary Language
This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on Silicon Labs' current expectations. These
forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual
results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. For a discussion of factors that could
impact Silicon Labs' financial results and cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forwardlooking statements, please refer to Silicon Labs' filings with the SEC. Silicon Labs disclaims any intention or
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise.
Note to editors: Silicon Labs, Silicon Laboratories, the "S" symbol, the Silicon Laboratories logo and the Silicon
Labs logo are trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. All other product names noted herein may be trademarks
of their respective holders. Z-Wave® is a registered trademark of Silicon Labs and its subsidiaries in the United
States and other countries.
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